DEAR Labby
Dear Labby,
I have been a postdoc for 10 months but it has become clear that I cannot function in my present lab. I was
drawn to it by the PI’s research (microRNAs in early mouse development). But what I hadn’t anticipated during
my interview or when checking out this investigator was his surprisingly authoritarian style. I have my own ideas
about this project and have tried to place them into my research in a scientiﬁcally appropriate manner. But
my PI rigidly demands that I carry out certain experiments. Moreover, he gives me technician-like instructions,
down even to the time points to be examined, number of replicate coverslips for in situ hybridization, etc. It is
clear that he treats all his postdocs this way, so at least I am not being singled out. During my interview for this
position I had been told by the postdocs in the lab that they have the “typical” degree of freedom. Now I realize
they might not have known what “typical” is. In any case, I must leave.
The question is how to approach this with my PI. Do I start applying to other positions and, when contacted,
describe why my current PI cannot be a reference? What does Labby advise?
—Outward Bound
Dear Outward Bound,
A new position of any kind is sometimes surprisingly disappointing. You seem to be certain about the intractability of your problem.
However, apparently you have not discussed it with your lab head. In whatever way you decide to approach ﬁnding a new position, you
have nothing to gain, and potentially much to lose, by going behind his back. He might be willing to speak with prospective employers in
a supportive way (e.g., “I continue to believe Harry has a lot of potential, which is why I took him, but our ways of approaching this project
simply differed, and he has decided at this early juncture to move on”). Or he may decline to write at all, in which case you can explain the
situation to prospective employers.
Labby has been approached by postdocs in your situation and has not prejudged the basis of their dissatisfaction with their current labs.
Of course, if you think your current PI will present a negative opinion in reply to queries, there is simply nothing you can do about it. Any
prospective employer “knows where you live” (in the workplace) and, if sufﬁciently motivated, will call your current lab head.
One basis for some optimism is that it sounds like your PI has not acutely reprimanded you over the differing approaches to the project.
It may be that his take on you is along the lines of the hypothetical quote above. If this turns out to be the case when you meet to discuss
this, you should be able to seek other positions with little if any stigma. It is also good that 10 months is sufﬁciently brief so as not to
create a major hole in your overall training and productivity. Perhaps the most regrettable aspect is the way your PI views his postdocs. The
kinds of experimental detail you indicate he speciﬁes are certainly demeaning. 
Direct your questions to labby@ascb.org. Authors of questions chosen for publication may indicate whether or not they wish to be
identiﬁed. Submissions may be edited for space and style.
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—Labby
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